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On Nov 3 I will be presenting at a conference in the D.C. area, hosted by the U.S. Department of 
Homeland Security on the future of biology. The title and abstract are below. There will be only six slides 
with almost no words, consisting of PAO-type NASA pictures of Earth, Space, ISS, Orion capsule, 
biological specimens, space radiation environment, exercise on ISS etc. The theme is biological 
challenges to planetary exploration and settlement, speculation about long-term human evolution, and 
the role emerging biological technology may play in bridging the gaps. 
 
 
Abstract: 
 
Micro to the Macro Biome 
Can Biology Affect the Big Picture through Small Changes? 
 
Lee Morin MD PhD 
Johnson Space Center 
 
Life has had a profound impact on the geological history of our planet, which in turn has had a 
profound impact back on the evolution of life.  Life has been able to adapt and spread into every 
planetary nook and cranny.  At this point in history, life is becoming able to engineer itself, with 
extreme consequences we are only dimly able to foresee. One probable outcome will be the 
facilitation of the expansion of the range of life to beyond our planetary cradle, an evolutionary step 
as profound as the ancient transition from sea to land.  Current efforts at NASA and aboard the 
International Space Station will be discussed in this context. 
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